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Question tagging Improvements
(Thanks to MUA)
Easier tagging
Course-level question tags

Psychology in Cinema

Adding a True/False question

General
Category

Question name

Question text

Course: Psych Cine
Default for New Quiz

Default for Psych Cine (8)
Category: Art and Media
Default for Art and Media
System
Default for System

Science Bank
M2 Science 1
Balancing chemical equations (25)
Molar Mass Calculations (40)
Types of Reaction (84)
Course-level question tags
Moodle 2.0: So what?
Filter questions by tag

- In the course and question context
Add question from question bank
Random question by tag

- Allows questions to be added by tag from the course context and the question context
- Preview filtered questions
Random question from any category
A question :-) 

Question 1:  
Question 2:  

Which one can be a potential question in course 1, if we have a random question by “Learning” tag there?